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ulia Dunnit is, in her own words, “a very aver-

age English woman in her late forties, happily

married with one daughter” – but she is not as

average as she says she is. Julia is the founder of

WOYWW, a series that she started on her blog

Stamping Ground. In four years, the series has

grown into an immensely popular sort of ‘event’

that attracts many readers and participants every

week. The funny acronym means What’s On Your

Work desk? Wednesday, and the idea is simple: pub-

lish a photo of your work desk on your blog and

leave your link in the list on Julia’s blog. A big num-

ber of bloggers play along and most of them also

spend a good amount of time hoppin’ over to the

other blogs around the world to visit others’ work

desks. There are all kinds of crafters and artists link-

ing their blogposts and workspaces – people who

are creative in different fields like quilting, card

making, scrapbooking and art journaling, to name

a few.

Researching Julia’s blog brings us back to 2009,

where we find the first WOYWW blogpost in June.

We ask Julia if she can remember from where the
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idea came and why she decided to make it into a

blog series? Julia recalls: “I had posted a couple of

pictures of my desk showing the mess and my craft

environment and I wanted to see what others were

doing, whether they worked in tidy splendor or not.

The idea literally came to me as I typed a post and

characteristically, I jumped in and announced the

idea before I’d given it much thought.” Julia asked

her readers to leave a link in the comment section if

they had published a photo of their desk on their

blogs. “I genuinely thought that I was the only per-

son interested in visiting their desks, so it didn’t

occur to me to investigate the frightening world of

links and such. The number of participants took

quite a while to grow and the beginnings of the

community and regular participants are really

responsible for the growth because they ‘promot-

ed’ my blog as the ‘home’. Like so many things that

my blog now features, it was a reader who suggest-

ed a link list. Mr. Linky was installed in March 2010

and to be honest, that’s when the numbers of peo-

ple taking part really started to increase. After all, it

is so much easier to click on a link than find anoth-

er blog by cut and paste of URL!”

So it has been four years now. Julia takes a weekly

photo of her work desk. That is an awful lot of pic-
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tures! Can she look back on all those photos and

reflect? Did, for example, her way of working

change throughout the years or did her perspective

shift from one creative field to another? Julia

smiles, as she says, “Actually, this is part of the suc-

cess of WOYWW I think. My desk looks relatively

unchanged from week to week in my opinion, but

as I visit others,’ I realize that very often a new per-

spective emerges. Seeing other people working in

styles that aren’t mine, seeing the products they

use and the results they get is very inspiring.”

Seeing other artist’s workspaces and ways of creat-

ing did indeed lead to Julia trying different tech-

niques. “Grunge and collage, for example,” she

says, “were styles that I found difficult to under-

stand. And although I’m not an expert at anything,

I think I can now claim to be able to do both. The

participants who show other media and crafts have

certainly influenced me. I’ve taught myself to cro-

chet and very recently had a go at jewelry making –

two things that I would never have attempted

without seeing so much of it on other people’s

desks!”

With the number of WOYWW participants grow-

ing, Julia is no longer able to visit everybody’s blog,

like she used to do. The list has become too long. In

fact, most of the participants will probably not

have the time to visit all the listed links. Julia shares

how she sees it: “One of the strengths of the sys-

tem is that if you participate, you are encouraged to

visit those who visit you, which largely means that

most people see some ‘traffic’. I do stress that it’s

meant to be fun and flexible to fit around busy

lives, but I do also talk a lot about the importance of

reciprocity in visiting others' blogs. If someone can

take the time to leave a comment, it’s only polite to

reciprocate really, and who knows what interesting

things you’ll find! I, myself, do not have a system

per se for visiting. I try to visit every new desk and at

least half of the list weekly. I also end up trying to

visit the very late entries for fear that they’ll be

missed by other participants.”

The fourth anniversary of WOYWW is celebrated

with a creative touch. Participants who desire to

join in the celebration are asked to make one (or

more) ATCs to send to their ‘neighbor participant’ in

the link list. “Four years!” Julia repeats. “No one is

more surprised than I am, I can tell you. The first

anniversary had to be pointed out to me. It really

hadn’t occurred to me that it would be an occasion.

For the first anniversary I set a challenge to anyone
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“Frightened even! After all, there were a lot of peo-

ple involved and some of the WOYWWers drove

hundreds of miles. One woman even came over

from Slovenia! It all seemed to be about meeting

me, and that made me very uncomfortable.

However, it turned out to be a lovely day. There was

crafting, chatting, eating, good will and friendship.

So we’re doing the same again this June.” 

Finally, we asked Julia how her family feels about

her blogging and the WOYWW blog series that has

grown into something so big. “My family?” Julia

laughs. “My biggest supporter is my husband.

Although, he does not really understand the impact

that blogging in general and WOYWW has had for

me. Certainly he’d be astonished if we were to meet

anyone who mentioned they were a reader of my

blog without prompt or question. Mind you, so

would I. My beautiful daughter has a life as far

removed from crafting as she can without leaving

home! She has reminded me of the double stan-

dard employed in my meeting people ‘off the

Internet’. She and her friends watch the follower

numbers on my blog with interest, but I don’t know

why. Largely, she is ambivalent about it all, and

actually, this is a good thing. There’s nothing like a

good dose of teenage ambivalence to remind you

not to be big headed!

Julia’s blog: www.stamping-ground.blogspot.com

who wanted to participate to create a useful piece

of ‘art’ with the acronym WOYWW on it. It was

huge fun on Week 52 to visit desks and see what

had been made. Well, I felt that everyone had

worked so hard for me that I wanted to thank them

and so my husband, a joiner, made me 120 wooden

easels with the WOYWW acronym carved into

them. I sent them to all participants. Since then the

years have been marked with some other sort of

nonsense, a Pay It Forward gift the second year and

I commissioned my sister to design a badge bearing

the acronym too, so I sent that to a lot of partici-

pants. Last year and again this year, we are doing

something relatively easy. I feel strongly that no

one should be under any obligation to take part or

to have to bear any great expense, so I decided on

an ATC swap. It worked marvelously last year –

some people made one and swapped with their list

neighbor as per the ‘rules’ but many people made

several and invited WOYWWers to ask for one.

Crafters are very giving people, and as the ‘host’ of

WOYWW, I am often the beneficiary of this gen-

erosity. It’s lovely. I utterly appreciate it, but I do

therefore try to come up with things that aren’t

going to cost much more than a bit of time!”

In addition to the “online meetings”, Julia has

organized a real life ‘WOYWW meeting’ for this

summer. We asked her if she has met with partici-

pants in real life before. Julia says. “As WOYWW has

developed, so has the community that underpins it.

Real friendships have formed. A good friend of

mine encouraged me to meet some of the partici-

pants who live relatively locally. A day-long crop has

evolved from that really – a chance to make a jour-

ney of any length more worthwhile, to meet in

numbers, in a safe crafting environment that we’re

all familiar with. It seems like a natural progres-

sion.” The first real life meeting was in October

2012 and Julia admits that she was very nervous.
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